


Beirut’s White Elephants
The Camille Chamoun Sports City stands as a testament to Beirut’s post war reconstruction boom. At a time The Camille Chamoun Sports City stands as a testament to Beirut’s post war reconstruction boom. At a time 
when Beirut was looking to impress, and show the world a new and polished visage that can rival that of any 
world capital, no expense was spared. Now almost 20 years after its drastic reconstruction, it sticks out as a 
prime example of how not to intervene on a pre-existing urban fabric. With negligible yearly use, and a 
structure, which is limited in program diversity and alteration, the building has fallen ill to its lack of proper 
planning. A project of such a scale and profound magnitude within its immediate and even general surroundings 
must take into consideration the area in which it lies, and even attempt to give back to its neighborhood as well must take into consideration the area in which it lies, and even attempt to give back to its neighborhood as well 
as city.

Such a project must be able to communicate at three different scales without any type of compromise: 
Neighborhood, City, and National. And seeing as the current stadium sits on the plot of an unrealized master 
plan, meant to develop even more permanent national scale structures, an exemplary proposal taking an 
alternative route of design and construction can give way to a new possibility. 

By choosing to tackle such a scale through an Infrastructural Architecture approach, the possibilities for 
development become endless. The project can be susceptible to continual change, while maintaining the 
integrity of the original grounds, which were meant to play host to international sporting events. This proposal 
creates a scenario that caters to current needs at the various scales, and attempts to provide an alternate view 
to the development of monumental architecture.
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The Beirut Waterfront Hotel District: Re-imagined
The Beirut Waterfront is considered to be a marvel of the Levantine maritime locations. It witnessed The Beirut Waterfront is considered to be a marvel of the Levantine maritime locations. It witnessed 
the golden age of Beirut in the late 60’s, and post war reconstruction has re-established it as one 
of the most pristine locations in the city. This urban scale project aims at re-injecting a local 
character into this now stagnant area of the city, giving it its missing Beiruti character. A series of 
hotels, commercial spaces, and much needed open green spaces are intertwined in order to return 
the waterfront to its previous glory.



Vertical Interlock
A comprehensive project, which required the development of a mixed-use tower. Located in the up A comprehensive project, which required the development of a mixed-use tower. Located in the up 
and coming area of Sioufi in Beirut, the project lies in a transitional zone, moving from an industrial 
to a more residential typology. The tower, with its mixed uses hopes to challenge this ongoing 
phenomenon through creating a system of interlocking modules with different programs, allowing 
them to be in constant visual interaction, while maintaining a certain degree of privacy. The cultural 
program in this case, is an urban planning museum that tackles the controversial growth of Beirut 
through its turbulent history, and is divided along the ground levels of the project, with a direct 
connection on many levels of the steep topography. The residential and office units connect to the connection on many levels of the steep topography. The residential and office units connect to the 
ground floor and interlock on various levels creating terraces and allowing for views when needed. 
The challenge of this project is to maintain a realistic approach in terms of structural and 
mechanical systems, as well as creating a detailed facade system that is both functional and 
environmental, while focusing on ingenuity in terms of design.



Urban Interplay
Created as part of the Next Generation Holcim Competition, the project aimed at creating a Created as part of the Next Generation Holcim Competition, the project aimed at creating a 
sustainable environment to solve some of Lebanon’s most prominent issues linked to Electricity, 
Garbage, and the homeless.The site we chose was located in Khodor, a slum residential area 
found in proximity to an industrial zone and the port. Our take was to create a waste to energy 
incinerator which had 0 emissions, by using the most technologically advanced methodologies 
available, burning Lebanon’s excess organic wastes, hence creating affordable, clean energy. Our 
added layer was to create a public space that could be filled with ephemeral activities, to be used 
by different user groups found on site, namely the children who need a playground to by different user groups found on site, namely the children who need a playground to 
accommodate them, removing them off the streets. Architecturally, the landscape created was the 
negative space found in between the safe parts of the incinerator that could be accessible to the 
public, taking the form of the machines as they break from their underground captivity, reaching the 
surface. This allowed for a logical sequence to take place, creating different layering within the 
project.
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